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The future of warehouse management and 
distribution centers requires maximum 
flexibility, full automation, and smart data. 

Digital transformation is shuffling the deck in the business world and establishing  
new sets of rules. That is also true for intralogistics, which is evolving from large, rigid 
systems into modular, flexible, and software-driven solutions – robot-supported  
and self-optimizing.

That is exactly where the Swisslog philosophy makes its impact. Decades of experience 
have made Swisslog the technological pioneer in a new era of flexible, robot-supported 
and data-driven solutions. Thanks to our partnership with KUKA, we also have unique 
technological expertise in the field of Industry 4.0.

We shape the future of intralogistics by introducing a new era of robotic, data-driven and 
flexible automated solutions.

where is 
the future of 
intralogistics 
headed?
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am i flexible in the face 
of changing market 
requirements?
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our future-proof solutions can always 
be tailored to your strategies, protecting 
your investment.

every industry has different logistics and supply chain requirements. our solutions are 
perfectly customized to your needs and guarantee the optimal flow of goods at a low 
cost per pick. numerous reference sites provide ample evidence. They also demonstrate 
our in-depth understanding of the industries and the process expertise of our competent 
project teams. We always find the most effective solution with the best price-performance 
ratio, transparent processes, and the most flexibility. So that you can respond to changing 
business conditions at any time and adjust your capacities as needed to accommodate 
increasing throughput.
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how do i meet 
my targets for 
throughput, staffing, 
and cost per pick?
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our robotics applications guarantee 
maximum speed, accuracy, and efficiency 
so that your customers are satisfied.

customer requirements for goods diversity, individualization, freshness, and delivery speed 
are constantly growing. only a very high degree of automation and smart-data systems 
can meet today’s many demands. our automated solutions deliver peak performance, 
building the basis for future-proof intralogistics. We are with you every step of the way, 
from the conceptualization of your distribution center (design), to the construction phase 
(develop), and through ongoing operations (deliver). That’s how we guarantee that you can 
meet and exceed your customers’ expectations, right on schedule.
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how do i make sure
that the system will run
24/7 and reliably cope
with peak times?
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our comprehensive service portfolio and 
smart software solutions ensure reliable 
performance and 100% availability.

Seasonal peaks regularly pose major challenges to the logistics industry. That’s when 
absolute availability at the highest throughput is a must. Thanks to our comprehensive 
support, including 24/7 helpdesk, preventive maintenance, remote monitoring, condition 
monitoring and lifecycle management, our systems are reliable when it really counts. 
Software-driven goods flow optimizes energy consumption in the entire system, and you 
can always rely on the best results without downtime.

24/7 
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response time in
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24/7
system

monitoring

preventive 
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hand in hand with KUKA, we are your 
automation powerhouse and deliver 
one-of-a-kind solutions for your entire 
value creation chain.

Imagine having a system that never gets old, one that you can flexibly modify to changing 
conditions at any time, putting you ahead of the competition. As a member of the KUKA 
group, we are the world’s Industry 4.0 leader with unique technological competence. As 
such, we offer individual solutions for your entire value creation chain and will partner with 
you over the entire product lifecycle.
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over 30
subsidiaries 

throughout the world

customers in over 
50 Countries

10,000
service locations

2 million euros 
investment

in r&D

1,850+ 
employees
in over 20 countries

A member of the 

kuka 
group 
with over 3.5 

billion in revenue
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Swisslog has locations in over 20 countries.
for more information, please contact us at 
swisslog.com/contact or info@swisslog.com

www.swisslog.com
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Miniload crane

Shuttle system

AutoStore 
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loading /unloading 

system

Automated carton & 
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Depalletizing and 
palletizing system

Automated pallet 
transportation

carrypick order 
fulfillment system

Mobile platform /  
omnimove

Inventory manag. & 
material flow – SynQ

SAp eWM

Automation controls 
for conveyors, etc.
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Maintenance

Modernization

complete solutions for a new era - 
our end-to-end service spectrum:


